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our story

Our Story
Evoworld believes by rethinking our consumption and switching to sustainable
alternatives / practicing a sustainable lifestyle, we can solve the global waste
issue we are currently facing. We aim to promote sustainable consumption
by giving ecolution (eco-solution) to bridge the needs between producers
and consumers in distributing products sustainably. Evoworld provides a
wide range alternatives to single-use plastic items, from the biodegradable,
compostable, to the edible. While we provide the solution to alleviate the
world’s plastic pollution, we also work closely with our partners to actively
become the advocate in raising awareness about sustainable living. Alongside
our focus on environmental sustainability, we ensure the community around
us get the most out of our business. We implement fair trade to our suppliers
and promote inclusivity in our working environment. We believe we can get
our needs fulfilled without costing our earth and other’s wellbeing. Evoworld
works for the earth and for our people!
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our partners

Our Partners
We’re glad to be a part of sustainable journey of our partners. We know very
well that switching to sustainable practices is not easy and takes a lot of effort,
so we thank them and want to celebrate every little step. Here are partners that
have chosen our bio-packaging to provide a better alternative for their customers:
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bio-bag

Bio-bag
Our bio-bag is a bio-based polymer compound, manufactured from renewable
natural materials (cassava or corn starch), as well vegetable oil derivatives.
Our bio-bag doesn’t contain any polyoefin plastic and consequently will not
produce microplastic during its degradation process that will contaminate the
food chain.
Certified:
• Acute Oral Toxicity, tested by WIL Research – Netherlands
• SNI Ekolabel for degradable bioplastic shopping bag

Biodegradable

Compostable

Sustainable

I'm not your regular plastic bag,

Durable
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bio-bag

T-shirt Shopping Bag
Medium

Large

Code number: CTM01
Dimension: 42/28 cm x 50 cm x 40 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: CTL01
Dimension: 49/33 cm x 55 cm x 50 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

I'm not your regular plastic bag,
I save hundred of animals, your health, and your future.
I am made from nature, for nature, and will return to nature.

I'm not your regular plastic bag,
I save hundred of animals, your health, and your future.
I am made from nature, for nature, and will return to nature.

I'm a cassava bag.

I'm a cassava bag.

Ecofriendly
Made from cassava
SNI 7188.7 : 2016

Home compostable

Biodegradable
and return to nature
within months

@rethinkcampaign

Ecofriendly
Made from cassava
SNI 7188.7 : 2016

Biodegradable
and return to nature
within months

Home compostable

Rethink Campaign

@rethinkcampaign

Rethink Campaign

Grip-hole Bag
Medium

Large

Code number: CGM01
Dimension: 25 cm x 40 cm x 40 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: CGL01
Dimension: 33 cm x 40 cm x 40 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

I'm not your regular plastic bag,
I save hundred of animals, your health, and your future.
I am made from nature, for nature, and will return to nature.

I'm a cassava bag.

Ecofriendly
Made from cassava
SNI 7188.7 : 2016

Biodegradable
and return to nature
within months

@rethinkcampaign

I'm not your regular plastic bag,
I save hundred of animals, your health, and your future.
I am made from nature, for nature, and will return to nature.

I'm a cassava bag.

Home compostable

Ecofriendly
Made from cassava
SNI 7188.7 : 2016

Biodegradable
and return to nature
within months

Home compostable

Rethink Campaign

@rethinkcampaign

Contact us to custom your preferred size!

Rethink Campaign
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bio-bag

Garbage Bag
Small

Medium

Code number: CGBS01
Dimension: 40 cm x 60 cm x 40 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: CGBM01
Dimension: 60 cm x 80 cm x 50 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

Pet Waste Bag
All Size
Code number: CPW01
Dimension: 24/16 cm x 24 cm x 30 micron
Quantity: 100 pcs

Contact us to custom your preferred size!
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this bag made of?
It is a Bio-based film made from starch, vegetable oil derivatives and other
non-toxic, environmental-friendly, and naturally abundant materials. It does
not contain any PLA nor any polyolefin plastic compound and so, it will not
degrade into microplastics.
How will this bio-bag impact the environment?
Our bio-bag will degrade in natural condition to oxygen, carbon dioxide and
water by action of microorganisms (e.g. bacteria, fungi). Our bio-bag does not
need industrial composting facility to be composted. It is also safe if ingested
by snails, insects, and other land and aquatic animals.
Is the ink used in printing safe for the environment?
The printing ink used on our bio-bag is alcohol-based and toxic-free.
What certifications does this bio-bag have?
Our bio-bag are certified SNI Ekolabel (7188.7: 2016) for degradable bioplastic
shopping bags. Our bio-bag has also passed the acute oral toxicity test (by
WIL Research, Netherlands).
Is the bio-bag edible?
While our bio-bag has passed acute oral toxicity test, it is not certified as food
and as such, our bio-bag cannot be considered as edible.
Does it have a minimum order quantity?
Minimum order quantity is 100 pieces (no customization, with Rethink
branding). For customization, the minimum order quantity is 10.000 pcs/
size/design. The pricing for customization includes cylinder price (used for
printing).
Is the bio bag water resistant?
Our bio-bag dissolves instantly in hot water, softens in cold water and leaves
only a small amount of ash when burnt; contrary to conventional plastic which
leaves molten residue behind.
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frequently asked questions

How should I store this bag?
To retain the quality of the bio-bag, the products must be stored in dry and
mild temperature-room. Humidity, higher temperature, direct contact with
water and sunlight can affect the physical property of bio-bag and also speed
up the biodegradation process.
How long is the shelf life?
The shelf life is 2 years. It means that you can store it for two years if sealed
inside its original packaging before the quality starts degrading. Once the
original packaging is opened, the shelf life will be shortened to less than 1
year.
How to measure the bag?
The bag is measured by width (cm) x length (cm) x thickness
(micron, 1 cm = 10000 micron)

For t-shirt bags (with gussets):
A/B x C x D
A = Total width + gussets
B = Width
C = Length
D = Thickness

For griphole bags (without gussets):
AxBxC
A = Width
B = Length
C = Thickness

How many colors are available?
We have 11 basic colors for the bag. For printing, all colors are available. Here
are our basic colors:

Green 803
R: 164 G: 219
B: 220

Red 402

R: 187 G: 61
B: 72

White 101
R: 255 G: 255
B: 255

Blue 901
R: 61 G: 99
B: 164

Black 301

R: 0 G: 0 B: 0

Grey 501

R: 132 G: 143
B: 161

Green 804
R: 88 G: 198
B: 99

Pink 601

R: 229 G: 140
B: 184

Orange 201
R: 246 G: 133
B: 73

Yellow 701
R: 239 G: 226
B: 68

Natural

R: 220 G: 217
B: 210

What to do after I finish using it?
We recommend you to reuse the bio-bag as many times as possible until you
cannot use it again. After that, you can discard it to the designated trash bin.
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sugarcane food container

Sugarcane Food Container
Food container made of sugarcane bagasse that is 100% biodegradable and will
go back to nature in 180 days. It can contain hot and cold food, liquid (oil and
water) and is microwave oven safe.
Certified:
• US FDA
• BPI (Biodegradable Products Institute)
• Societe General de Surveillance (SGS)
• ISO 9001:2015

Biodegradable

Compostable

Durable
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sugarcane food container

Sugarcane Food Container
Bio Lunch Box

Bio Burger Box

Code number: EBLS01
Dimension: 181.5 mm x 45. 4 mm x 277 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EBLS02
Dimension: 151. 7 x 44 mm x 304.6 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Bio Lunch Box 3 Compartment

Bio Lunch Box 4 Compartment

Code number: EBLS03
Dimension: 205 mm x 46.8 mm x 438 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EBLS04
Dimension: 205 mm x 46.8 mm x 438 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this food container made of?
It is made of natural sugarcane bagasse (fiber) that is food-grade, and free of
petrochemical substances (CFC, HCFC, HFC) and toxic chemicals.
Is it completely biodegradable?
Yes, our container is environmental friendly and will completely biodegrade in
180 days in nature. It is also safe for animals since it is made of natural fiber.
Is it possible to store hot or cold food in the container?
Yes, you can store hot food up to 140ºC and cold food up to - 5ºC.
Is it possible to store liquid with the container?
Yes, it is possible. Our container is designed to contain liquid items such as oil
and water, but please note that leakage may still occur from the opening since
it is not sealed.
Is it microwave and fridge safe?
Yes, you can either heat your food in our container with microwave and oven,
or store it in a fridge or freezer.
How to store this sugarcane container?
Store it in room temperature (25ºC) and low humidity space. High temperature
and high humidity or contact with liquid while stored can affect the quality of
the container.
How long is the shelf life?
The shelf life is up to 2 years if stored properly.
Can I do custom design for my order?
No, we only provide 4 different types with natural color only.
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frequently asked questions

Can I put my logo on the container?
It is possible but only with stickers, not emboss.
What to do after I finish using it?
You can compost it in your home composting, no need of industrial
composting facility.
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paper straw

Paper Straw
Evoworld straw is made of paper that last to two hours of use. It is
compostable, and you can compost it even in your home composting along
with your food scraps. The paper straw is produced from conserved trees and
has been certified by FSC.
Certified:
• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
• Food Grade

Biodegradable

Compostable
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paper straw

Paper Straw
Small

Medium

Code number: EPS01
Dimension: 6 mm x 210 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EPS02
Dimension: 8 mm x 210 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Large

Bubble Straw

Code number: EPS03
Dimension: 10 mm x 210 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EPS04
Dimension: 12 mm x 197 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs
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paper straw

Paper Straw
Bend Straw

Cup Straw

Code number: EPS05
Dimension: 5.3 mm x 197 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EPS06
Dimension: 3.5 mm x 120 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Spoon Straw
Code number: EPS07
Dimension: 8 mm x 195 mm
Quantity: 100 pcs
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this paper straw made of?
Regular papers that are food grade and FSC certified.
Is the ink used for printing on the paper straw food grade?
It is food grade, eco-friendly and will not affect the beverage. Hence, you can
enjoy your drink using this straw without any worry!
How long can it stand before it softens?
It can withstand 30-60 minutes contact with beverages before it softens. It is
not recommended for beverages with temperature of more than 50 degrees
Celsius.
How to store it properly?
Store it in a room with mild temperature and low humidity. High humidity and
direct contact with water can affect the quality of the product.
Does it have a minimum order quantity?
The minimum order quantity for paper straw is 100,000 pieces. If you want
to customize the design to meet your needs, the minimum order quantity is
500.000 pieces.
What to do after I finish using it?
You can discard it to the designated trash bin.
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rice straw

Rice Straw
Our rice straw is biodegradable and compostable. It biodegrades within month
and home compostable. It is even edible, water soluble and nutritious, making
it safe to be consumed by human or animal when it’s leaked to the oceans. It
can be used for food and non – food product and has two years of shelf life
even without preservatives.
Certified:
• ISO22000
• HACCP

Edible

Biodegradable

Compostable
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rice straw

Rice Straw
Small

Medium

Code number: ERS01
Dimension: 6.5 mm
Quantity: 10,000 pcs

Code number: ERS02
Dimension: 8 mm
Quantity: 10,000 pcs

Large

Extra Large

Code number: ERS03
Dimension: 10 mm
Quantity: 10,000 pcs

Code number: ERS04
Dimension: 14 mm
Quantity: 10,000 pcs
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this rice straw made of?
It is made of rice and tapioca. No plastic components, ever.
Is it edible?
It is completely edible. You can even boil it like noodles or spaghetti if you like!
Even though it is edible, it does not alter the taste of your drink.
Is it biodegradable?
It can fully biodegrade and decompose in natural condition within 90 days. No
need of specialised or industrial composting facility, just give it to your plants
and it will become a fertilizer for your plant!
What cerfitications does this rice straw have?
Our factory holds HACCP and ISO 22000 manufacturing standard.
How long can it stand before it softens?
For cold drinks, 4-10 hours. For warm drinks: 2-3 hours.
How long is the shelf life?
You can store it up to 2 years as long as there is no direct contact with water,
sunlight or bugs.
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disposable wooden cutlery

Disposable Wooden Cutlery
This disposable wooden cutlery can be used to replace single use plastic
cutlery for different kinds of events. It is biodegradable and home-compostable
so it is safe for our earth! It is also made of natural material so it is safe
for your body! Keep your event stay away from plastic waste by using this
compostable cutlery!
Certified:
• Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
• Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

Biodegradable

Compostable
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disposable wooden cutlery

Disposable Wooden Cutlery
Wooden Coffee Stirrer

Wooden Ice Cream Spoon

Code number: EWC01
Dimension: 19 cm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EWC02
Dimension: 9.5 cm x 2.5 cm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Disposable Wooden Spoon

Disposable Wooden Fork

Code number: EWC03
Dimension: 16 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.014 cm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: EWC04
Dimension: 16.25 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.014 cm
Quantity: 100 pcs
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disposable wooden cutlery

Disposable Wooden Cutlery
Disposable Wooden Knife

Disposable Wooden Cutlery

Code number: ECW05
Dimension: 16.5 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.014 cm
Quantity: 100 pcs

Code number: ECW06
Quantity: 100 pcs
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this cutlery made of?
It is made of thin birch wood.
Is it biodegradable and compostable?
Yes, it is 100% biodegradable and home compostable since it is made of
wood. To compost it, you can chop it into smaller pieces and put in your home
composter.
What should I do after using it?
We suggest to compost it directly or discard it to organic waste bin instead.
Is it completely safe for the environment?
Yes it is completely safe for the environment since it is made of natural
material.
Is it food grade?
Yes, our wooden cutlery is made of food-grade material that’s free from toxic
and dangerous chemicals.
Can I wash it and reuse it again?
Our wooden cutlery is intended for single use, so we don’t recommend you to
wash it and reuse it again.
Can I put my logo on the products?
Yes, we can branding our products with your logo with minimum purchase of
2,000 pieces.
How to store the products before I use it?
The products must be stored in low humidity and mild room temperature
(around 25C). High humidity can affect the quality of the products, as molds
and microorganisms may grow.
How long is the shelf life?
The shelf life of the products is 2 years after production.
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bamboo straw & cutlery

Bamboo Straw & Cutlery
Our bamboo straw and cutlery are locally sourced and handmade. This
reusable and compostable items can be a perfect replacement for single use
plastic straw and cutlery. These are easy to clean and bring and perfect for any
kind of drink.

Biodegradable

Compostable

Sustainable

Handmade

Bamboo Straw
Code number: BMS01
Dimension: 6-12 mm
Quantity: 50 pcs

Bamboo Cutlery
Code number: BMC01
Dimension: 19,5 x 3,5 cm
Quantity: 50 pcs
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
What is this straw and cutlery made of?
It is made of bamboo stem, with coating to keep the bamboo from rotting.
Is it reusable?
Yes! Please use it as many times as possible until it gets broken.
How to clean and store it?
Wash it with water and soap and dry it properly. For the straw, you can wash it
with water and brush or add soap if you want. Please store the bamboo cutlery
and straw in a dry place to avoid microorganism growth.
Why is the size of the bamboo straw inconsistent?
The size is different and unique as the bamboo size is different in nature, we
can’t control the thickness and diameter of all bamboo stems. If you want
the size to be consistent, there will be extra charge as it will require more
manpower.
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rethink kit

Rethink Kit
We also provide sets of zero waste kit called rethink kit that can help you to
rethink your plastic use and start to take on a zero waste journey. You can use
this kit for your personal use, gift for your relatives or souvenirs for your events
and help us to get more people to live sustainably. This rethink kit is a part
of our collaborative campaign, Rethink that aim to get 1,000,000 people to
switch their plastic items with sustainable items.
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rethink kit

Rethink Kit
Package 1

Package 2

Code number: ER01
Dimension: 8 x 24 cm
Items: Bamboo straw, brush, cutlery pouch

Code number: ER02
Dimension: 8 x 24 cm
Items: Bamboo cutlery, bamboo straw,
brush, cutlery pouch

Package 3

Package 4

Code number: ER03
Dimension: 29 x 35 cm
Items: Bamboo cutlery, bamboo straw,
brush, cutlery pouch, produce bag

Code number: ER04
Dimension: 30 x 35 x 15 cm
Items: Bamboo cutlery, bamboo straw,
brush, cutlery pouch, tumbler, tote bag
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frequently asked questions

Frequently Asked Questions
Do I have to use this “rethink plastic” design?
Yes, as it is a part of our campaign to raise awareness about plastic waste
issue. By joining our campaign, you also contribute in changing people’s
lifestyle to be more sustainable!
Is it possible to customize the design for my order?
Yes it is, but you still need to put rethink plastic logo and social media
channels. The minimum quantity for a customized design is 500 pcs and extra
charge IDR 2,000 per piece for order below 500 pcs (for 1 color and one side
printing).
Is it possible to put our logo?
It is possible to add engraving of your logo or your design on the straw and
put your logo on the pouch together with our ‘rethink.plastic’ logo. Minimum
order quantity for customization is 500 pieces. For order less than 500 pieces,
extra charge for customization is IDR 2,000 per piece (for 1 colour and one side
printing on pouch).
What to do after the product becomes broken?
You can compost the bamboo straw and cutlery and recycle the pouch,
produce bag and tumbler.

For any queries, requests or orders please contact us at:
+62 8786 6001 886
sales@evoworld.id

@evoworld.id

Evoworld

